A seated wooden image of the Virgin and Child, recently acquired for The Cloisters, is for the first time on display this month in the exhibition of Spanish Medieval Art. It is an imposing statue, four feet eleven inches tall, hieratically posed, and enlivened by the rich contrasts of its original polychrome. It represents a very popular type of medieval image and is closely related to a number of wooden statues from northern Spain.
jecting moldings forming the top and base. It is painted white with quatrefoils and keyhole openings in black and is crowned with a red cushion, gaily cross-hatched with black and white lines.
The fresh colors were revealed in a recent cleaning of the statue, which presented a muddy red and gray appearance when it was acquired. The silver cape of the Virgin was coated with gray, and the orange lining and the Child's dark red mantle were repainted, perhaps in the seventeenth century, a harsh baroque red. The other colors, blue, white, and gold, were thoroughly incrusted with accumulated dirt. Now the original pigments reveal a strong and direct choice of color. Everywhere light plays against dark to clarify the sculptural form and make it effective at a distance. A nearer view reveals smaller patterns on the garments, crown, and throne, as well as a tiny frieze across the face of the plinth. The slightly frozen frontality of the statue betrays its Byzantine antecedents and its strong provincial character, and gives it a certain noblesse. The form can be traced back in Spain to such distinctly Byzantine types as the Virgin of Sahagiun, now in the Museo Arqueologico Nacional in Madrid, and through a long series of seated Virgins in stone and wood of the Romanesque period. The majority of these separate images follow the types set by the Virgins of Adoration groups such as that of Cerezo de Riotir6n, about 1188, at The Cloisters.
In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries closely related statues in wood were made en masse in Spain as devotional images for shrines, hermitages, chapels, or cathedrals. One writer of the period noted that ". . . some make images of our saints and sculptures of other things in many figures and sell them for money." And it is because of their numbers, their varying qual-
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The The many statues of identical type in Spain give no better clues to dating ours, but they do allow us to ascertain where it was made. I have divided the related works into three groups. The first group of nine exhibits all the important features of our statue, especially its peculiarities: the tall crown, the stylized mantle cords, the brooch, the position of the Child, and the drapery folds. The second group follows the type closely but is weaker in execution and is probably of later production, and the third is a variant but closely related group.
It is the first group that is the most interesting, as the statues bear an unusual similarity to one 
